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• The cognitive training software described in this presentation 
was supplied free of charge by Positscience Inc.

• Sophia Vinogradov is a site PI on an NIMH SBIR grant to 
PositScience Inc., a company with a commercial interest in 
cognitive training software.

• Studies reported here were funded by the NIMH, Stanley 
Medical Research Institute, and Tauber Foundation.
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Presentation Notes
----- Meeting Notes (11/6/13 10:16) -----Welcome to the world of John Rutledge. John believes the pigeons are wizards from another planet, sent here to tell him he is the new Buddha. At night, he sleeps in a doorway. By day, he looks for food in garbage cans. He is constantly tormented by voices from the pigeons and from evil spirits.  John suffers from the serious mental illness called schizophrenia, and he refuses to get treatment.  If you saw him on the street screaming at the voices in his head, you would probably be frightened.  You might even cross to the other side to avoid him since he is so out of touch with reality.  What you would not see, is that John was once a brilliant young journalist, who won a prize for writing about the Special Olympics.  And of course, you also would not see that he was once a beloved child.
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(PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES ARE NEURODEVELOPMENTAL ILLNESSES>PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES ARE CONNECTOMIC ILLNESSES).We also now know that mental illness is a trajectory, a progression, with symptoms changing over time.  Usually, during childhood, there are no detectable symptoms.  By late adolescence or early adulthood, we begin to see some early, mild signs.  As a young journalist, John began to feel that aliens from other planets were interested in his work.  Usually, the symptoms get worse for several years before the person seeks help from a doctor.  At that point, we make a diagnosis.  If the person refuses treatment or does not respond to treatment, we see a deterioration to chronic mental illness.  Only a few decades ago, such people would end up locked away behind the walls of psychiatric asylums.  Today, we still lock people with mental illness behind invisible walls of fear, stigma, isolation, and hopelessness.



Trial design and methods issues and solutions are (mostly) well-
developed for drug studies and psychotherapy studies
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Presentation Notes
The treatment of schizophrenia has remained essentially unchanged for the past half centuryIt consists of medications that reduce positive symptoms, such as hallucinations and delusions. and small-scale psychosocial treatments that teach adaptive coping skills for the negative symptoms, such as the loss of interest, the lack of emotional reactivity, etc. Positive and negative symptoms can actually be well-controlled with these interventions However, functional  outcome in this population hasn’t changed for decades.  There are in fact other core deficits that are not addressed by current interventions, like deficits in neurocognition and motivated behavior



Drug Studies

• Design: placebo-controlled vs. 
best comparator

• Triple-blind (pt, provider, 
assessor)

• Dosing worked out in Phase 2 
studies– everyone gets same 
“dose” in terms of mg

• (Measure blood levels)
• Serial measures of response*
• Usually no direct way of 

knowing which MoAs are 
engaged or how MoA relates 
to clinical effects

Psychotherapy studies

• Design: Wait-list control vs. active 
comparator

• Providers not blind, pts usually not 
blind

• Ideally use assessors blind to 
group assignment

• Very difficult to establish optimal 
dosing or to measure dose

• Use manualized protocols
• Assess fidelity of adherence to 

protocols
• Ideally use serial measures of 

response*
• Can assess whether psychological 

MoA has been engaged (?)
• Cannot rule out other MoA

*Usually rely on self-report; repeated measures raises the issue of practice effects, 
esp for cognitive measures



No such thing as a placebo… so what are the best active comparators?

How to establish optimal dosing? How to measure dose received? Is it the 
performance threshold reached? The degree of individual improvement? 
Something else?

What kind of blinding is possible?

Measures of response need to include the cognitive 
training effects (improvement on the trained skill) as well as 
the generalized behavioral outcome effects... But what 
about identifying specific intervention targets and critical 
underlying MoAs? 

And what if practice effects on measures of response are 
related to MoA?

But for Cognitive Training  Studies…



A tale of two (failed) studies



Dickinson et al. 2009: A randomized controlled trial of computer-assisted 
cognitive remediation in schizophrenia

Dickinson et al. AJP 2009

Dickinson et al. 2009:

N = 34 active, 27 control

Active comparator = computerized “games” with same intensive coaching

Dosing arbitrarily set at 36 hours of intervention over 4 months

Patients and assessors were blind to group assignment; coaches knew the condition

Range of engaging computerized exercises plus coaching, focused in an unspecified manner on 
processing speed, attention, working memory, episodic memory, and reasoning/problem solving. 

No target or MoA specified.

Control condition: individualized computer activities plus coaching.







Define the target: Develop
experimental hypothesis 
about pathophysiologic 
mechanisms (treatment 

targets) that are related to 
clinical outcome

Develop an experimental 
intervention that engages 

the hypothesized target  
(MoA)

Assess whether the 
intervention moves the 
target and the outcome 
measures in the desired 

direction

THE EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE MODEL: TARGET DEFINITION, TARGET 
ENGAGEMENT, ASSOCIATION OF TARGET ENGAGEMENT TO DESIRED OUTCOME

Determine whether target 
engagement shows a 

relationship to desired 
clinical outcome: 

Comfirm/disconfirm the 
hypothesis 



Murthy et al. 2012: Computerized cognitive remediation training for schizophrenia: 
An open label, multi-site, multinational methodology study
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Auditory system target engagement at 20 hrs
correlates with training-induced cognitive gains at 40 hrs

R² = 0.22
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Fisher et al Schiz Bull 2014
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A decrease in the number of milliseconds of ISI on Exercise 1 is associated with an increase in Global Cognition (r = -.47, p = .009,  R2 = .22).



Biagianti et al Neuropsychol 2016

Auditory system target engagement is best defined as 
“learning” (plasticity) over time



Latent growth curve modeling indicates that auditory system 
“learning” (plasticity) mediates training-induced cognitive gains

Biagianti et al Neuropsychol 2016



- Target:  Impaired operations in auditory processing 

- Hypothesis:  Improving these operations will drive gains in 
cognition

- Assess auditory system operations before, during, and after 
the 2 conditions

- Assess cognition before and after the 2 conditions

- Auditory system processing efficiency is impaired at baseline, 
improves during training, and is significantly better after 
training (but not in control condition)

- Training induces cognitive gains compared to control condition
- Auditory system changes mediate cognitive gains

PERFORM AUDITORY SYSTEM TRAINING 

USE A RIGOROUS CONTROL 

Define the target: Develop
experimental hypothesis 
about pathophysiologic 
mechanisms (treatment 

targets) that are related to 
clinical outcome

Develop an experimental 
intervention that engages 

the hypothesized target 
(=mechanism of action)

Assess whether the 
intervention moves the 
target and the outcome 
measures in the desired 

direction

THE EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE MODEL: TARGET DEFINITION, TARGET 
ENGAGEMENT, ASSOCIATION OF TARGET ENGAGEMENT TO DESIRED OUTCOME

Determine whether target 
engagement shows a 

relationship to desired 
clinical outcome: 

Comfirm/disconfirm the 
hypothesis 



Methods issues unique to cognitive training trials

• What are the best active comparators?
• How do we achieve “blinding”?
• How do we determine optimal dose?
• How do we define treatment target(s) and MoA? (E.g., WM 

can be a target, but is the MoA for enhancing WM better 
representation of salient stimuli? Better suppression of task-
irrelevant stimuli? Increased overall capacity? etc.)

• How do we demonstrate target engagement?
• How do we incorporate key dynamic features of learning rate 

or “plasticity capacity” into our measures of target 
engagement and our measures of response outcomes?
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